RUN NO:

42

DATE:

VENUE:

TASI TOLU

HARES:

11 February 2001
WEE WILLIE & SEXON

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded 30 April 2000
By Slops & PNS

HASH TRASH
Web Site

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

Committee

Religious Adviser
Grand Master
Hash Cash
Beermaster
Trailmaster
On Sex
Hash Horn

Willie

WEE WILLIE
DIAK KALI
SCRUBBER
Ray
REMEOUS
Position Vacant
Jack
HAIDROLIK
Malcolm RUSTLER
Joe
Terry

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

Harrison
0438 899769
Casey
0407 015426
Jenkins
0408 242084
Connelly
Applications Welcome
Williams
0407 656753
Swingler

COMORO AREA

jackwlms@go.com

COWPAT & RUSTLER

LAST WEEK’S RUN REPORT
SCRUBBER’S MONKEY PUZZLE TOUR
As the dark clouds built up over the
hills to the south, SCRUBBER took
out his waterproof flour and set
about marking a run appropriate for
the name of the venue.
The enthusiastic throng that gathered
at 4.00 pm ETT (East Timor Time)
could hardly wait to get to the trail.
Even ROAD KILL couldn’t restrain
himself and joined the dubious ranks
of the FRBs as soon as the first On
On was heard.
At first the cunningly placed falsies
worked to keep the pack together
and STUBBY was heard to remark
that she didn’t like all the falsies
because she couldn’t get into her
stride!
However the human bloodhounds
DIAK KALI and BB were soon off,
noses to the ground, destroying
private
garden
and
newly
constructed retaining walls in the
quest to be FRB No 1.

joecasey32@hotmail.com

But the other Hashers had different
intentions. Returning runner BUPS
and HUB CAP were out to enjoy
themselves and took time to sample
the delights of Mota Bemori and the
other potential farming land
traversed by the trail. COWPAT
used it as a training run since her
recent leave excesses had made her
upcoming physical into a major
challenge.
Soon the pack was strung out in a
long line as the bloodhounds
correctly guessed that HC2 would be
on top the only hill in the area. Even
the
Hash
Horn,
now
the
responsibility of the soon to be
named RUSTLER, was so far ahead
that he couldn’t be heard by the back
markers.
From the lofty heights of HC2 the
newbies got a chance to see the
backside
of
Dili
while,
appropriately, BROWN EYE, from
Batavia Hash, inspected the Balinese
Temple while giving HAIDROLIK
a lesson in Indonesian religion.

(A farewell run?)

HARES APPARENT
No. Date
Hare
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

11 Feb Wee Willie & Sexon
18 Feb Cowpat & Rustler
25 Feb
4 Mar
11 Mar
18 Mar
25 Mar
1 Apr Committee
8 Apr
15 Apr
22 Apr

You can volunteer now and have the
date and co-hare of you choice, or
you can wait and see what we’ve got
in store for you!.

From there the trail meandered
northwards to HC3 at the new
Becora Market with SCRUBBER
disappointed that no one had fallen
into his carefully prepared mud trap.
And then the sensible, short On
Home was just long enough to give
many runners, notably SEXON, the
chance to tell the Hares what a
wonderful run it had been.

CIRCLE CIRCUS
In these salubrious surroundings the Dili Hashmen of all sexes performed a prolonged version of their usual
post run ritual. Was this because more transgressions than usual were committed (or just discovered) or were
the GM and RA carried away by the enthusiasm of the appreciative audience of Monkey Bar regulars?
Apart from the pleasure of welcoming more newbies and the photo of what a Hash Circle is like in heaven
on BROWN EYE’s T shirt, the highlight of the proceedings had to be the masterly way in which our GM
deflected all the down downs aimed at him on to other unsuspecting innocents.
No SKIPPY this week so no POTW award. We hope he hasn’t succumbed to his sore foot - or couldn’t he
make it without WONDER BRA support?
DOWN DOWNS
Newbies
Max, Eugene, BROWN EYE (Batavia), STUBBY (Kupang)
Late Newbie + Lost Keys
Jeff & his minder WEE WILLIE
Hats in the Circle
FLATULENCE, TONIC, RANDY, STUBBY
Leaving East Timor
FLATULENCE, TONIC
STUBBY
Speaking out of turn
ROAD KILL
SCB
BB
FRB
PAVAROTTY
Calling a false falsie
SALSA & SCRUBBER
Disrespect
HAIDROLIK
Overzealousness
Jeff
Keys still lost
WEE WILLIE
Jeff’s minder
PAVAROTTY
Insensitivity to fellow Hashman
Max
By BROWN EYE for being a quick learner on the run
WEE WILLIE & SEXON
Locking their keys in their car last week
COWPAT
Leading the singing higher than an acceptable Hash falsetto
SEXON & SALSA
Signing up for the run under the wrong run number
Eugene
Not singing
RANDY
Eugene’s room mate and therefore minder
HASH CHRISTENING
Malcolm became RUSTLER for his butchering and admin abilities

13/15 April. 2001
11/13 May 2001
27/29 Sep 2002

Cumming Events
Darwin Top End Aussie Nash Hash (www1.oct4.net.au/nashhash2001)
Philippine Nash Hash – Scenic Beach Resort, Puerto Gallera
Rob “Malibog” “Kalbo” Denny (bopng@dg.com.pg)
Interhash, Goa, India (www.goa2002.com)

After having dug a hole 100m deep, British scientists found traces of copper wiring dating back 1000
years and came to the conclusion that their ancestors already had a telephone network one millennium
ago.
So as not to be outdone, in the weeks to follow, the French dug to 200m and headlines in the French
newspapers read: "French scientists found traces of 2000 year old optical fibres, and concluded that
their ancestors already had advanced high tech digital telephone networks 1000 years earlier than the
Brits."
One week later, the Irish press reported the following: "After having dug as deep as 500m, Irish
scientists found absolutely nothing and concluded that 5000 years ago, their ancestors were already
using cellular."

